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News This Week
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Mazel Tov to Nati and Sharon Sebbag on Eli’s wedding to Rivka
Wanderer this Tuesday. The aufruf takes place this Shabbos
followed by Kiddush in the Shul Hall.

Chaim Aruchim

We regret to inform of the petira of Mrs Renee Schwinger, mother
of Mrs Esti Epstein. The family are sitting Shiva at 50 Stanley Road
until Wednesday morning. Shacharis 8.30, Mincha 5pm, Maariv
8pm, visiting times 11-1, 3-6, 7-9.30.
We wish Chaim Aruchim to the following who have Yahrtzeit this
week:
Shabbos, 2nd Addar - Ben First for his father
Fri, 7th Addar - Zacky Graff for his father

Unlimited Partnership

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky (Torah.org)

“My dear student,” answered the Rabbi, “there is a great difference.
Your friend took in a partner. He said that with the help of Hashem he
could make a go of it. When someone includes Hashem in his plans,
I am sure that he will succeed!”
For the first time since the exodus the Jews had become
accomplished craftsman, artisans, tailors, and contractors. They built
a magnificent edifice in the wilderness. Moshe knew that a feeling of
self-gratification might accompany their accomplishments. Perhaps
they may begin to think that it was their wisdom, their skills and only
their abilities that made this beautiful Mishkan possible. So he blessed
them with words that were meant to dissuade any such delusion.
“May Hashem’s presence rest in your handiwork.” Of course Hashem
promised that he would dwell in the Mishkan. Moshe’s question was,
“would the Jews let him in?” Would they make him a partner? Would
they recognize Hashem as a significant factor even in the physical
handiwork that they themselves had wrought? To that end, Moshe’s
blessing incorporated the standard for every action, accomplishment,
and success that anyone achieves. May Hashem be a part of your
success. May the Shechina rest upon your handiwork.

The Mishkan was finally complete. The nation looked at the magnificent
work with great joy, and Moshe was proud. So proud, in fact, that he We Toil and Receive Reward — For the Toil!
did something that he only did once more– just before his death: he Rabbi Yissocher Frand (Torah.org)
Parshas Pikudei concludes the construction of the Mishkan. After the
blessed the entire nation.
Actually, the erection of a Mishkan was the greatest blessing in itself. construction of all the individual components of the Mishkan, the
Hashem had promised the Jewish nation in Parshas Terumah, “Build parts were brought to Moshe. Rashi quotes the Medrash Tanchuma
me a Mishkan — and I will dwell among them” (Exodus 25:8). But which explains that the reason why the Mishkan was brought to
Moshe was because everyone else was unable to assemble it. The
Moshe felt that he, too, would add a blessing.
Rashi tells us what Moshe told the people: “May Hashem rest His Mishkan was simply too heavy for anyone to lift. Since Moshe had
not been personally involved in any part of the construction of the
presence in your handiwork.”
At first it seems that Moshe is reiterating the promise that Hashem Mishkan, HaShem reserved the privilege of final assembly for him.
Himself made. Hashem had promised to dwell in the midst of the When HaShem told Moshe to assemble the Mishkan, Moshe protested
Sanctuary that the Jewish nation would build. Why, then did Moshe that it was too heavy for him to lift as well. HaShem told Moshe to
repeat G-d’s promise as a blessing? Is he blessing them that Hashem make the effort. “Make it look like you are trying to erect it.” Moshe
should keep His word? Or is he perhaps bestowing a more powerful made the effort and miraculously, it was assembled by itself. Since
Moshe made the effort, he received the credit for having put it up.
message?
A man once approached Rabbi Yehuda Assad for advice. “There is Rav Meir Rubman explains that we can learn a very important insight
an old, run-down store in the downtown area of the city. I can get regarding spirituality from this Medrash. The Medrash teaches us that
it a very reasonable price. I think that with my marketing skills I may regardless of the difficulty of the task, we must make the effort. In
be able to turn that location into a profitable venture. Do you think I
should buy it?”
Rav Assad made a face. “I don’t think that it would be prudent to enter
that part of the city for a business venture.” The man left somewhat
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dejected.
Zman Shabbos
5.37pm
A few days later another man entered the Rabbi’s study with the
Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos 5.42pm
identical question about the same property. “There is an old, runHashkomo
7.25am
down store in the downtown area of the city. I can get it a very
Shacharis
9.15am
reasonable price. I think that with my marketing skills, and of course
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9.34am
with Hashem’s help, I may be able to turn that location into a profitable
Mincha
1.30pm / 5.23pm
venture. Do you think I should buy it?”
Motzei Shabbos
6.43pm
This time Rabbi Assad nodded in approval. “I think you should make
Sun
7.15am / 8.20am / 9.30am
a go of it. I have no doubts that it will be a success.”
Mon / Thurs
6.45am / 7.10am / 8.00am
When word got out that the Rabbi was behind this new endeavor, the
Tues / Wed / Fri
6.45am / 7.20am / 8.00am
first man stormed into his study quite upset. “Why did the you tell me
Mincha & Maariv
5.45pm
not to buy the property and then tell my friend just the opposite?”
Late Maariv
8.00pm
he demanded.
www.ohryerushalayim.org.uk

Davening Times

other areas of endeavor, a person is only given credit for producing.
However, when it comes to Judaism, HaShem is not necessarily
interested in results; He is interested in the effort.
The concept that a person receives an “A” for effort is usually a
backhanded compliment. In actuality, you received a “D”, a near
failing grade, but at least you received an “A” for effort. That is the way
it is in other areas of life. But regarding Mitzvos, Hashem merely asks
that we make the effort. Whether the task is actually accomplished or
not is often out of our control and up to Hashem.
When we conclude a Mesechta (tractate of the Talmud), we say the
prayer “We toil and they toil. We toil and receive reward and they toil
and do not receive reward.” What does it mean “they toil and do not
receive reward”? This does not seem to be a true statement. People
do not work without receiving payment!
The answer is that when we work (at religious tasks), we are paid for
the effort, regardless of whether or not we produce. But ‘they’ are
only paid for the bottom line. In all other areas of endeavor, toil that
does not produce results does not receive reward.
Not long ago (1992), I was in Atlanta for a Torah retreat. Atlanta is an
amazing community. Thirty years ago, they did not have a minyan of
Sabbath observers. Not so many years later, over 300 people were
coming to shul on Shabbos—all of them are in some stage of having
intensified, and intensifying, their observance of mitzvos.
I asked Rabbi Emanuel Feldman (Rabbi Emeritus of Congregation Beth
Jacob in Atlanta), “What is the key to your success?” Rabbi Feldman
told me that the key is to try to plant seeds. That is all a Rabbi can do.
He can try to nurture and water the seeds, but really all he can do is
try. He never knows for sure whether or not it will work.
For example, one individual who recently returned to intensive Jewish
involvement and observance told Rabbi Feldman that he made
is decision because of a Yom Kippur sermon that Rabbi Feldman
delivered fifteen years earlier. A comment in that sermon had struck
home. He did not act upon it then, but fifteen years later he decided
to become religious.
Success is not what it’s all about. Kiruv Rechokim is about effort.
Whether or not the Mishkan is actually erected is HaShem’s worry. We
toil and we receive reward—for the effort.

Counting and Accounting

Rabbi Yisroel Ciner (Torah.org)

Pekudai begins with an exact accounting of the donations that were
given toward the construction of the Mishkan and its vessels.
“These are the accounts of the Tabernacle, the Tabernacle of testimony
(that Hashem had forgiven the sin of the golden calf by having His
Shchinah dwell among them-Rashi), that were accounted through
Moshe. [38:21]”
The Ohr HaChaim, based on the Medrash [Shemos Rabbah 30:3],
points out that there are times when the Torah states “V’Aileh–And
these” and there are times when it states “Aileh–these.” He explains
that “V’Aileh–And these” comes to add to whatever had been
mentioned before. “Aileh–these” means these and these alone–no
others.
As such, he explains that the Torah is teaching us that this accounting
of the donations for the Mishkan is the only true counting that exists!
This is a counting that will stand for all eternity–its merit will never be

taken away from those who gave–as it contributed toward Hashem’s
presence entering this world.
However, any counting or accounting that a person makes of his
alleged acquisitions and property is not a true counting. (I don’t
think I’ll hear any dissent from stockowners…) That, he explains,
is contained within the Hebrew word for money “mamone.” It is
actually a composite of two words: “ma,” meaning what, and “mone”
meaning count. In other words, what are you counting? It’s not really
yours!
I once heard a similar idea expressed, pointing out that the Talmudic
term for coins is “zuz” which means to move. The wealth moves
around–it never really belongs to someone. Coins are always round…
It’s amazing how our view of the world can be so off as compared
to the Torah’s view. We feel that when we count what we have,
that is ours. What we’ve given away is gone, goodbye! The Torah
here is teaching us the exact opposite. That which is given toward
worthwhile causes is ours for eternity. That which we have is just
waiting to roll away…
The other day, a similar idea came out in a different way. I was studying
Mesilas Yesharim with one of my students and the topic was purifying
oneself in interpersonal relationships. The Torah forbids taking revenge
and even just harboring any ill will in one’s heart. If one refused to
lend you something and then asks to borrow something from you,
it is forbidden to refuse him as revenge for his having refused you.
Furthermore, it is even forbidden to lend to him while pointing out
the difference between his and your response. The Ramcha”l writes
that you need to purify yourself to the point that your actions will bear
no reminder or even a tinge of the wrong that was done to you.
This student was bothered by this and presented the following
scenario. A boy refuses to lend out some of his CD’s to a friend and
then, a few days later, he asks to borrow something from that friend.
How is it humanly possible to wholeheartedly go ahead and lend to
him after he refused you!
We at first explored the possibilities of judging favorably and trying to
assume that there is a very good reason why the other person didn’t
lend. I then realized that perhaps we were totally missing the point.
We were looking at things through our eyes and ignoring the Torah
viewpoint. “If a friend didn’t want to take a million dollars for himself
but later offered you a million dollars, would you harbor any ill will
against him?” I asked. “Of course not,” he answered, wondering what
I was getting at. I explained that when a person lends or does any act
of kindness, the mitzvah {commandment} he fulfills acquires a ‘chunk’
of eternity that is worth far more than a million dollars. The other
person, by refusing to lend, passed up a million bucks. Now when
he asks to borrow, he’s offering a million dollar opportunity. Does it
make any sense to ‘take revenge’ by passing up that opportunity?
Once again, our view of a situation was the opposite of the Torah’s.
That which is given away actually becomes ours for eternity. That
which we hold on to is just waiting to roll away…
“Aileh–these.” Only that which was given toward the Mishkan–toward
Hashem’s Presence being brought into this world–could really be
counted. In order for us to once again have that Presence evident, we
must use the Torah’s viewpoint to see what really counts.
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